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National Institute for Learning 
Outcomes Assessment (NILOA)

NILOA’s mission is to discover and disseminate effective use of 
assessment data to strengthen undergraduate education and 

support institutions in their assessment efforts.
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●Surveys ●Web Scans ● Case Studies ● Focus3Groups ●Website
●Occasional Papers ● Resources ● Newsletter3● Listserv ●

Presentations ●Transparency Framework ● Featured Websites ●
Accreditation Resources ● Assessment3Event Calendar ● Newsletter ●
Measuring Quality Inventory ● Policy Analysis ● Environmental Scans ●

Degree Qualifications Profile ● Assignment3Library



The Plan
Getting acquainted and making connections
Definitions
History…and looking ahead
Principles and lessons learned

BREAK
Overview of the conference
Planning to make the most of your time here
Resources
Q&A, final comments
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A Quick Assessment

I have been leading assessment on my campus for several 
years
This is my first year in an assessment leadership role
This is my first day in an assessment leadership role
I pray I will not have to lead assessment
What is assessment, anyway?  
True confessions…  
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Introductions

Name, role, institution
What brings you here
What you hope to learn or accomplish at this conference

See#Reflection#Guide##1—make#notes#as#helpful
Share#at#your#tables
Then#we’ll#collect#ideas#about#goals
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Coming to Terms
Assessment is…

Finding out whether my students are learning what I think I’m 
teaching (a faculty member at a long-ago workshop) 
A systematic process for understanding and improving student 
learning (Angelo, 1995)
An integral component of learning (Alverno College)
The systematic collection, review, and use of information about 
educational programs undertaken for the purpose of improving 
learning and development (Palombo & Banta, 1999)
Your additions?  How do you describe assessment? (see #2)



Another Way to Think about It:
Assessment as Good Questions about T&L  

What do we want our students to know and be able to do?  
What opportunities do we provide for developing these 
abilities?  Are our courses “aligned”? 
How do we know if and how well students are achieving 
course and program goals?  What is the evidence?    
How do we use that evidence to strengthen teaching, course 
design, curriculum, and other aspects of the student 
experience?     
How can we work together on these questions, building a 
collaborative culture of evidence and improvement?   
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The History of Assessment (in 3 minutes or less)
Involvement in Learning (1984)
Time for results (1986)
Enduring tension between improvement and 
accountability (see Ewell, 2009)
New accreditation requirements
Investment in external tests and instruments
Gradual move toward more local approaches
And recognizing the need for faculty engagement
…without which, improvement is unlikely.  



Assessment Today 
1. Most institutions have statements of student learning 

aligned throughout the Institution.
2. Greater use of authentic measures of student learning 

(classroom assignments, rubrics, capstones)
3. Strong focus on more support for faculty
4. Communicating information about student 

learning remains a target of opportunity.
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Assessment Tomorrow?   
FROM: assessment as “exoskeletal,” an add-on

TO:$Assessment$that’s$
integral$to$T&L,$home6
grown,$with$
collaboratively$designed$
assignments$at$the$center$$



5 Principles (2016) from NILOA
Develop specific, actionable learning outcomes statements
Connect learning goals with actual student assignments and 
work
Collaborate with relevant stakeholders, beginning with faculty
Design assessment approaches that generate evidence that 
key stakeholders can understand and use to improve student 
and institutional performance
Focus on improvement and compliance will take care of itself
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How$do$these$trends$and$principles$map$onto$assessment$
experience$on$your$campus?$$(See$#3)



Lessons Learned    
You’re not starting from scratch.
Focus on questions and issues that people care 
about
It’s all about alignment
Don’t try to do everything at once.  
It’s not all about evidence and data.
Build in time for reflection, re-assessing assessment
Listen to students; involve them.
Stay close to the T&L action. 



What questions do you have at this point? 
(#4 & #5) 
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Break
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A Tour of the Conference
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! Open%plenary%and%panel
! Rise%and%shine%sessions%
! Assessment%After%Dark
! Exhibits
! Receptions
! Tracks



Conference Tracks
Accreditation
Online courses and programs
Assessment methods
Community colleges
Community engagement
Competency-based education and 
assessment
Emerging trends in assessment
ePortfolios
Faculty development
General education
Global learning

Graduate education
High impact practices
Institution-wide data collection/use
Leadership for assessment
Learning improvement and innovation
Major fields
NILOA 
STEM education 
Student affairs programs and services
Use of Technologies in Assessment
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Planning Your Institute Experience
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Looking at your response(s) from:
Q. 1 – Goal of conference
Q. 3. – Principle which needs most work
Q. 5 – Resources needed
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Discussion 
Loose ends
Burning questions
Invitations
Handouts 
Q&A
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Finding Us 
Email us: niloa@education.illinois.edu

National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
51 Gerty Dr.
Suite 196, MC-762
Champaign, IL 61820

Assignment Library: www.assignmentlibrary.org
Degree Qualifications Profile: www.degreeprofile.org
NILOA Website: www.learningoutcomesassessment.org
Join Our Email List: goo.gl/DDU56q
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